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T315Iⴙ Philadelphia chromosome–positive
leukemias are inherently resistant to all licensed tyrosine kinase inhibitors, and therapeutic options remain limited. We report the
outcome of allogeneic stem cell transplantation in 64 patients with documented
BCR-ABLT315I mutations. Median follow-up
was 52 months from mutation detection and
26 months from transplantation. At transplantation, 51.5% of patients with chronic
myeloid leukemia were in the chronic phase
and 4.5% were in advanced phases. Median

overall survival after transplantation was
10.3 months (range 5.7 months to not
reached [ie, still alive]) for those with chronic
myeloid leukemia in the blast phase and
7.4 months (range 1.4 months to not reached
[ie, still alive]) for those with Philadelphia
chromosome–positive acute lymphoblastic
leukemia but has not yet been reached for
those in the chronic and accelerated phases
of chronic myeloid leukemia. The occurrence of chronic GVHD had a positive impact on overall survival (P ⴝ .047). Trans-

plant-related mortality rates were low.
Multivariate analysis identified only blast
phase at transplantation (hazard ratio 3.68,
P ⴝ .0011) and unrelated stem cell donor
(hazard ratio 2.98, P ⴝ .011) as unfavorable
factors. We conclude that allogeneic stem
cell transplantation represents a valuable
therapeutic tool for eligible patients with
BCR-ABLT315I mutation, a tool that may or
may not be replaced by third-generation
tyrosine kinase inhibitors. (Blood. 2011;
118(20):5697-5700)

Introduction
The BCR-ABL T315I mutation confers in vitro resistance to all tyrosine
kinase inhibitors (TKIs) approved for the treatment of chronic myelogenous leukemia (CML) and Philadelphia chromosome–positive (Ph⫹)
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) to date.1 The survival of patients
harboring a T315I mutation discovered by any available methodology,
whether associated with other factors or not, is dependent on disease
phase at the time of mutation detection,2 and prognosis remains
particularly poor. However, allogeneic stem cell transplantation (SCT)
presents a therapeutic alternative for several TKI-resistant patients.3-5 In
the present study, we analyzed a series of 64 Ph⫹ leukemic patients
(CML in all phases and Ph⫹ ALL patients) harboring a T315I
BCR-ABL mutation who underwent allogeneic SCT to evaluate the
impact of this procedure on survival.

IRIS study (International Randomized Study of Interferon and ST1571)
definitions8 and who harbored a T315I BCR-ABL mutation detected by
any validated means between 1999 and 2010 were included in the
analysis. Patients were identified from the European Blood and Marrow
Transplantation (EBMT) registry and from a previously described
updated international database that contained 222 T315I⫹ patients.2
They, or their legal representative, had provided written consent
whenever possible. This retrospective analysis was approved by the
institutional review board/ethics review committee in each participating
site/country whenever necessary.
Data collection

Adult patients with CML and de novo Ph⫹ ALL whose disease was
resistant to TKI according to the European LeukemiaNet guidelines6,7 or

Demographic, clinical, treatment, mutation, transplant, and survival data
were collected and previously collected data were updated from each site
from the EBMT registry and from the epidemiologic study database. Final
data were combined in an ultimate database for analysis. The T315I
mutation was detected by different techniques (predominantly direct
sequencing, but also PCR–restriction fragment length polymorphisms and
denaturing HPLC), including assaying banked material. Unfortunately,
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posttransplantation BCR-ABL data and cytogenetic and chimerism analyses were not available for the large majority of patients in this retrospective
international study, and consequently, these data will not be presented.
Survival measurement
Overall survival (OS) was analyzed since diagnosis, since T315I detection,
and since transplantation and was stratified according to disease phase.
Progression-free survival could not be analyzed precisely because of
missing data and is therefore not reported.
Statistical analysis
Survival was analyzed according to the Kaplan-Meier method and by
log-rank tests for CML at different phases and for Ph⫹ ALL from the dates
of T315I BCR-ABL mutation detection and transplantation. Multivariate
analysis was performed with a Cox proportional hazard model adjusted for
OS. Covariates included time from mutation detection to SCT, status at
transplantation (chronic phase [CP], accelerated phase [AP], blast phase
[BP], or Ph⫹ ALL), source of stem cells (peripheral blood stem cells versus
BM), donor type (unrelated versus related), and reduced-intensity conditioning. P ⬍ .05 was considered significant.

Results and discussion
The 64 patients (who received 67 transplants) who harbored a
T315I BCR-ABL mutation and who underwent transplantation
were younger (median age 43 years) and had a relatively shorter
disease history (median 36 months) before transplantation (Table 1)
than those in the cohort of patients with T315I mutations from the
previously published epidemiologic study (median age 54 years).2
The majority of patients were males (74%). Twenty-three percent
of the patients were in BP at the time of detection of the T315I
mutation, and 26.5% of these individuals remained in this phase at
the start of conditioning. More than half of the patients were
transplanted while in the CP (either first diagnosed in CP or when
they returned to this phase after diverse treatments). The proportion
of Ph⫹ ALL patients to CML patients was comparable at diagnosis,
mutation detection, and transplantation. A significant proportion of
patients in advanced phases at the time of T315I discovery returned
to a second CP before transplantation (Table 1). At the time of
transplantation, 37.5% of patients were in BP, and 6% presented
with Ph⫹ ALL. The median interval between diagnosis and
imatinib initiation was short (4 months; range 0-823 months) in
contrast to earlier reports (12-20 months2,5,7) because of the
presence of more patients (58%) receiving imatinib as first-line
therapy in the present patient cohort. The median time from
diagnosis and imatinib initiation to T315I detection was 51.6 and
37.8 months, respectively. This differed from what was observed in
a previously described population of T315I patients2 containing a
majority of nontransplanted patients as opposed to a minority of
transplanted patients. The median time from T315I BCR-ABL
mutation detection to SCT was 16 months. T315I status was not
necessarily confirmed before transplantation. Sixty-one percent of
the patients were transplanted with HLA-compatible unrelated
donors, which may explain the relatively long gap between
mutation detection and transplantation. The majority of the patients
(51%) underwent transplantation with G-CSF mobilized peripheral
blood stem cells as the source of cells (51%), and a myeloablative
conditioning regimen was used in most cases (60%) in accordance
with the young age of the patients in this population. The median
follow-up from transplantation was 26 months (range 1.8-154.5
months). Three patients (4.5%) received ⬎ 1 transplant (2 patients
received 2 SCTs, and 1 patient received 3 SCTs) and subsequently

Table 1. Demographics and general characteristics of the patients
Variable
Pretransplantation variables (n ⴝ 64 patients)
Median age at diagnosis, y (range)
Median age at T315I detection, y (range)
Median age at transplantation, y (range)
Male/female, n (%)
Disease status, n (%)
CP of CML
At diagnosis
At imatinib initiation
At T3151 detection
At transplantation
AP of CML
At diagnosis
At imatinib initiation
At T3151 detection
At transplantation
Blast crisis (lymphoid⫹myeloid) CML
At diagnosis
At imatinib initiation
At T3151 detection
At transplantation
De novo Ph⫹ ALL
At diagnosis
At imatinib initiation
At T3151 detection
At transplantation
Unknown
At diagnosis
At imatinib initiation
At T3151 detection
At transplantation
Median interval from disease diagnosis to imatinib
initiation, mo (range)
Median interval from disease diagnosis to T315I
detection, mo (range)
Median interval from imatinib initiation to T315I
detection, mo (range)
Median interval from T315I detection to
transplantation, mo (range)
Posttransplantation variables (n ⴝ 67 transplants)
Median interval from disease diagnosis to
transplantation, mo (range)
Donor matching, n (%)
Matched related/unrelated
Mismatched related/unrelated
Unknown
Transplant type, n (%)
BM
PBSC
Cord blood
Unknown
Conditioning regimen, n (%)
Conventional
RIC
Unknown
Transplant-related mortality according to phase
3 mo after transplantation, % (95% CI)
CP
AP
BC
Ph⫹ ALL
12 mo after transplantation, % (95% CI)
CP
AP
BC
Ph⫹ ALL

Results

43 (16-67)
44 (22-66)
46 (22-68)
47 (73.5)/17 (26.5)

42 (65.5)
36 (56)
18 (28)
33 (51.5)
1 (1.5)
4 (6)
10 (16)
9 (14)
4 (6)
4 (6)
15 (23)
17 (26.5)
5 (8)
5 (8)
3 (5)
4 (6)
12 (19)
15 (24)
18 (28)
4 (6)
4 (0-823)
51.6 (0-396)
37.8 (5.3-183)
16.3 (⫺28 to 204)*

76 (12-408)
6 (9)/41 (61)
5 (7)/13 (20)
2 (3)
23 (34)
34 (51)
8 (12)
2 (3)
40 (60)
22 (33)
5 (7)

9.1 (4-14.2)
0 (0-0)
5.9 (0-10.8)
25 (0-50)
18.2 (11.4-25.1)
11.1 (0-22.4)
35.3 (23.-47.5)
25 (0-50)

PBSC indicates peripheral blood stem cells; and RIC, reduced-intensity conditioning.
There were 67 transplants among 64 patients.
*One patient had T315I detected after a first allogeneic SCT.
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Figure 1. Overall survival for patients harboring T315I mutated leukemias. (A) OS analysis for patients with CML in CP (bold solid line), AP (bold dashed line), or blast
crisis (thin solid line) or with de novo Ph⫹ ALL (thin dashed line) since T315I ABL mutation detection who underwent allogeneic SCT. (B) OS analysis for patients with CML in CP
(bold solid line), AP (AccP; bold dashed line), or blast crisis (BC; thin solid line) or with de novo Ph⫹ ALL (thin dashed line) since T315I ABL mutation detection in the overall
cohort of patients with T315I mutation (Figure 2D in Nicolini et al2) compared with panel A. (C) OS analysis for patients with CML in CP (bold solid line), AP (bold dashed line), or
blast crisis (thin solid line) or with de novo Ph⫹ ALL (thin dashed line) since allogeneic SCT according to disease status at transplantation. Median OS has not been reached for
CP and AP and was 10.3 months for BP (range 5.7 months to not reached) and 7.4 months for Ph⫹ ALL (range 1.4 months to not reached).

died of progressive disease. The median time to neutrophil
engraftment was 17 days. Forty-three of the evaluable patients
(71.7%) developed acute GVHD, which was grade I-II in
32 (53.3%) of 60 patients and grade III-IV in 11 (18.3%) of
60 patients. Twenty-four (48%) of the 50 evaluable patients
developed chronic GVHD (12 limited, 12 extensive), and the
occurrence of any chronic GVHD conferred a significant favorable
impact on OS (log-rank P ⫽ .047). Only 5 (8%) of the evaluable
patients received donor lymphocyte infusions, with 3 living and
2 deceased patients at latest follow-up. At latest follow-up, negative residual disease and full donor chimerism analyses could only
be documented in 12 patients. Transplant-related mortality rates at
3 and 12 months for patients in CP were 9.1% and 18.2%,
respectively, and for AP, they were 0% and 11.1%, respectively
(Table 1). Survival probabilities 24 months after SCT were 59%,
67%, 30%, and 25% for CP, AP, BP, and Ph⫹ ALL, respectively
(Figure 1A). These rates appear to be better than expected in the
overall cohort of T315I patients,2 shown for comparison purposes
in Figure 1B. The multivariate analysis did not identify any
significant factors that adversely affected OS in T315I⫹ transplanted patients, with the exception of those patients who remained
in BP at the time of SCT (hazard ratio 3.68, 95% confidence
interval 1.34-10.09, P ⫽ .00011) and those who received transplants from an unrelated donor (hazard ratio 2.98, 95% confidence
interval 1.28-6.93, P ⫽ .011). The interval between T315I detection and transplantation, the type of conditioning regimen used
(reduced-intensity conditioning versus myeloablative), and the

source of cells (peripheral blood stem cells versus BM) had no
influence on OS.
The prognosis of T315I BCR-ABL⫹ leukemias in vivo has
been uncertain despite in vitro evidence of the lack of efficacy of
all TKIs, with both pessimistic9-11 and more optimistic12,13
studies. A recent larger worldwide epidemiologic study has
demonstrated the severity and the heterogeneity of this disease.2
The therapeutic options for such patients remain few and are
confined to untargeted therapies such as hydroxyurea, interferon␣,14 or omacetaxine mepesuccinate (formerly homoharringtonine),14-17 which provide only short-term and mostly hematologic responses with poor cytogenetic efficacy.17 Recently, a
phase 1 trial with a third-generation TKI, ponatinib, provided
very promising data.18 Whenever possible, allogeneic SCT has
been proposed to eligible patients by physicians worldwide.
Despite the limitations inherent in an observational study
(eg, missing data, retrospective analysis), we have been able to
provide some evidence that to date, allogeneic SCT appears to
be the best treatment for T315I⫹ leukemias, providing acceptable OS rates and in some cases long-term control of the
malignancy without detectable residual disease.
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